
 

 

2nd to 3rd Dan Grading 
(Grading syllabus can change at examiners discretion)  

 

You will be graded on previous white belt, yellow stripe, yellow belt, green stripe, 

green belt, blue stripe, blue belt, red stripe, red belt, black stripe and 1st Dan 

grading plus…….. 

Line work: 

 Front kick reverse arc hand strike walking stance  

 Low knifehand block reverse high palm strike walking stance  

 Outward crescent kick knifehand guarding block L stance  

 Back hand downward strike, middle section obverse punch L stance  

 Low checking kick middle side kick, reverse turning kick forearm guarding block L stance  

 Low knifehand inward block walking stance  
 

 

Patterns: 

 Ko Dang (39 Movments) 

 Eui Am (45 Movements) 

 Choong Jang (52 Movments) 
 

 

Sparring: 

 Sparring competed during previous gradings 

 

Additional: 

 Destruction –hand technique and foot technique of students choice – one side, one white 

board women, two white boards men (minimum belt height) 
 

 

Theory: (Pattern Meanings) 

Ko-Dang is the pseudonym of the patriot Cho Man Sik who dedicated his life to the 

independence movement and education of his people. The 39 movements signify his times of 

imprisonment and his birthplace on the 39th parallel. 

 

Eui Am is the pseudonym of Son Byong Hi, the leader of the Korean independence movement on 

1st March 1919. The 45 movements refer to his age when he changed the name of Dong Hak 

(Oriental Culture) to Chondo Kyo (Heavenly Way) religion in 1905. The diagram represents his 

indomitable spirit displayed whilst devoting his life to the prosperity of his nation. 

 

Choong Jang is the pseudonym given to General Kim Duk Ryang who lived during the Yi Dynasty 

(14th Century). This pattern ends with a left-hand attack to symbolise the tragedy of his death 

at 27 in prison when he was able to reach full maturity. 
 

 

 

 

 

The examiner will be looking at: 

Stances – Power – Focus - Knowledge of theory 
 

Time till next grading: 

2 Years. 


